
 
  

 

June 19, 2015  InfoComm 2015 Orlando Florida 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM INFOCOMM 2015  
New products and news from the lines we represent!  

 

EXCITING NEW PRODUCTS 2015
This year brought many new exciting products for the lines we represent, 
including new products and offerings from ClearOne, Renkus-Heinz, One 
Systems and On Point Audio. 
 

ClearOne announced the release of 
a new series of Converge Pro 
packages.  The new series of 
integrated packages in its 
Collaborate line of professional 
collaboration solutions, the world's first technology that combines low 
cost appliances with powerful, scalable, cloud collaboration capabilities. 
Four new ClearOne Collaborate offerings, starting at an MSRP of $1,999, 
fulfill business collaboration, conferencing, and communication 
applications in a wide variety of environments. These new packages 
include the Converge Versa 100, Collaborate Pro 100, Collaborate Pro 600 
and the Collaborate Pro 900.   
 
For more information on these exciting new packages, please go here: 
http://www.clearone.com/collaborate/collaborate2015.pdf 
 
On Point Audio and One Systems announced the release of several new 
products in both their direct weather and indoor installation speaker 
offerings.  Based in Nashville, TN, On Point Audio and One Systems is a  
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Professional loudspeaker manufacturer creating innovative, high-performance 
products including patents such as the inside-only voice coil, Equivalent throat 
technology, and their 3-layer stainless steel “rain-shield” featured in their direct-
weather, One System’s brand loudspeakers. New products released from On Point 
Audio include: OPA Line 82, OPA-5T, and OPA 151SA subwoofer.  These new products 
add to an already incredible line of products such as the popular OPA-8NP—the 
worlds smallest 8-inch loudspeaker measuring less than 8 inches in width! While 
nearly all of the most of the loudspeakers in the 5 to 8 inch size range feature dome 
tweeters in a plastic box, On Point Audios OPA-5T, OPA-8NP, and the OPA28NP all 
feature true compression drivers in a wood cabinet.   
 
Also announced were the hybrid versions in the One Systems family of direct-weather loudspeakers.  Most One  
Systems models have also been available in marine-grade versions, which are made of 316-grade stainless steel –  
a material more resistant to the ill effects of salt water – and come with 316-grade stainless steel mounting hardware. 
“As production of One System products move forward, our direct weather loudspeakers will be made using 304-grade  
stainless steel grilles that are covered in a new polyester based final coating that protects stainless steel like marine-grade  
stainless,” says MacCallum. “This translates into products capable of withstanding the level of moisture and corrosion 
 that was in the past only associated with higher grade marine versions of each product.” In addition, all hanging  
hardware will now be manufactured only in 316-grade stainless, ensuring that all One Systems 
HYBRID models can be installed in any outdoors venues in the world. An additional design enhancement includes  
internal autoformers that allow system integrators to select between 4-ohm/8-ohm (depending upon the model)  
or wire to 70 volt or 100 volt, depending on the venue requirements. 
 
For more information on all of the new products from On Point Audio and One Systems please go here: 
http://onesystems.com/ 
 
Renkus-Heinz announced the release of the 5th Generation of Steerable 
loudspeakers.  Control receives a new facelift, and several enhancements are being 
made, including Dante.  Renkus-Heinz introduced the first Iconyx array nearly a 
decade ago - While other manufacturers have only recently discovered the power 
of beam steering, Renkus-Heinz continues to refine and perfect the technology. The 
de facto choice for the most demanding installations — from LAX International 
Airport to China’s Great Hall of the People — Renkus-Heinz is the world leader in 
steerable sound. ICONYX Gen5 represents the latest in beam steering technology, 
integrating the power of advanced beam steering algorithms with the intuitive 
control of our new RHAON II System Designer software. Faster  With direct TCP/IP 
control using industry-standard communications protocols, ICONYX Gen5 delivers a 
more than 200% increase in speed of operations. Better New UniBeam technology and algorithms provide an additiona 
l 3-6dB of output potential. Cost Effective Gen5 ICONYX adds Master and Slave amplifier modules, reducing both cost  
and complexity, and also introduces a new hybrid column, the IC16-8-RN. This new module uses three fixed triple-tweeter 
full range devices, coupled with five spaced low and mid frequency 4" woofers, to extend the length and LF Beam control 
frequency while utilizing a single 8 channel amplifier module to keep costs down. RHAON II System Manager has been  
completely redesigned from the ground up, using highly structured modular code for greater stability and expandability. 
The result is a new, more robust RHAON technology — faster, more reliable, with a streamlined, intuitive workflow.  
RHAON II is easy to program, easy to use, and fully compatible with both Gen5 and legacy Renkus-Heinz products. 
Also announced was the new “Uni Beam”.  This all results in the next generation: Faster, Better, Cheaper!   
 
For more information on the new Gen 5 from Renkus-Heinz please go here:  
http://www.renkus-heinz.com/iconyx-gen5 
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